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ABSTRACT
Function as a Service (FaaS) and the associated serverless

computing paradigm alleviates users from resource man-

agement and allows cloud platforms to optimize system in-

frastructure under the hood. Despite significant advances,

FaaS infrastructure still leaves much room to improve per-

formance and resource efficiency. We argue that both higher

performance and resource efficiency are possible — while

maintaining secure isolation — if we are willing to revisit the

FaaS programming model and system software design. We

propose Dandelion, a clean-slate FaaS system that rethinks

the programming model by treating serverless functions as

pure functions, thereby explicitly separating computation

and I/O. This new programming model enables a lightweight

yet secure function execution system. It also makes func-

tions more amenable to hardware acceleration and enables

dataflow-aware function orchestration. Our initial prototype

of Dandelion achieves 45× lower tail latency for cold starts

compared to Firecracker. For 95% hot function invocations,

Dandelion achieves 5× higher peak throughput.
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Figure 1: Round-trip tail latency for remote function
executionwith Firecracker, varying % hot requests. Red
dotted lines show local bare-metal function execution
latency (horizontal) and peak throughput (vertical).

1 INTRODUCTION
Serverless computing has the potential to become the dom-

inant paradigm of cloud computing [58, 15], making cloud

facilities easier to use and enabling cloud providers to more

transparently optimize performance and energy efficiency

of their infrastructure. With serverless, users develop ap-

plications as compositions of fine-grained functions, which

execute independently while having access to shared remote

storage. Users invoke functions on-demand and the cloud

platform dynamically allocates the necessary hardware re-

sources to execute them with an appealing pay-for-what-

you-use cost model.

While this model holds promise, the system software in-

frastructure it uses is still rooted in the very different, more

traditional execution model of long-running processes or

virtual machines. Cloud providers typically provide func-

tion isolation by running them inside separate ‘lightweight’

VMs, which still incur significant startup times [62], context

switch overheads [66], and memory duplication [56]. This

practice of bundling each function with its own OS leads to

a very general API, and the need to support this makes it

hard for cloud providers to efficiently use their resources to

run functions with low latency.
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To quantify the performance and energy efficiency left

on the table by current FaaS system software, we run an

experiment using Firecracker [2] as an example of a state-

of-the-art FaaS hypervisor. AWS Lambda uses Firecracker

to run functions inside MicroVMs, which have significantly

lower startup time than traditional VMs. In Figure 1, we

measure round-trip response time for a simple matrix mul-

tiplication function invoked over HTTP and executed on

a Firecracker server running on a 10-core Intel Xeon E5-

2640v4. We use a simple HTTP frontend to relay function

invocation requests to Firecracker, which executes functions

in MicroVMs. Although simplified, our setup captures the

essential functionality of FaaS worker nodes. To estimate

the cost of executing this function on the remote Firecracker

server compared to locally, the horizontal dashed red line

in Figure 1 shows the function’s local bare-metal execution

time (4.75 ms) and the vertical dashed line shows the corre-

sponding peak throughput. Remotely executing the function

significantly reduces peak throughput (and hence energy effi-

ciency), even when all invocations go to hot (already booted)

Firecracker MicroVMs, as seen in the 100% hot curve. As we

increase the percentage of cold starts (i.e., requests for which

a new MicroVM must be booted), tail latency increases sig-

nificantly and saturates at far lower throughput. Although

there are unavoidable networking overheads compared to

local bare-metal function execution, this experiment demon-

strates that state-of-the-art FaaS system software still has

significant overhead, especially when booting a function

sandbox is on the critical path. While prior work has opti-

mized the unloaded startup latency of function sandboxes

(e.g., by restoring state from snapshots [19, 62, 9]), func-

tion execution still suffers at high request loads and with

high churn of function sandboxes. This current approach of

retrofitting existing system software, which is still rooted

in the model of executing long-running virtual machines,

misses the opportunity to harness the true potential of the

serverless computing paradigm.

In this paper, we argue for a different execution environ-

ment better suited to serverless, which permits much more

efficient resource usage and reduced startup latency, while

still supporting the use-cases that make serverless comput-

ing so attractive. Our model is to treat serverless functions as
true functions: bodies of code which take a declared list of

input parameters (e.g. data sets on stable storage) and output

another, declared list of output data sets which can be fed

to other functions. During execution, a function performs

no I/O - indeed, it barely needs to invoke any services from

system software.

This clear separation of computation (the function itself)

and I/O (now handled completely outside the function, log-

ically before or after its execution), immediately leads to

many opportunities to improve both the performance of func-

tions and the efficiency with which they can be supported

by the cloud platform. Moreover, the delegation of I/O to

cloud-implemented functions can provide better isolation,

obviating the need to ensure safety of the broad range of

user-issued system calls. More concretely, moving all I/O

and other system software dependencies out of the function

allows using simplified lightweight thread-like sandboxes

which can leverage a range of different hardware protection

mechanisms for secure isolation, such as CHERI memory

capabilities [68], MMUs, etc.

Scheduling is also greatly simplified, since functions do

not block, and start running when their input is guaranteed

to be available. Dependencies between functions (and their

data) are more explicit, enabling the platform to further op-

timize placement and scheduling. Functions can now also

be replaced with alternative implementations that generate

the same output for a given input, making it possible to

transparently use hardware accelerators when available.

We realize this model in Dandelion, a platform for server-

less function execution. We prototype Dandelion’s function

execution system. In benchmarks, our prototype running on

Arm’s Morello hardware platform [8] using CHERI memory

capabilities [68] for memory isolation, achieves 45× lower

tail latency for cold starts and reaches a 5× higher peak

throughput for 95% hot request load compared to Firecracker.

These gains come from replacing the current bloated worker

node software stack with a lightweight system that lever-

ages modern hardware to improve performance and energy

efficiency, without sacrificing security.

2 FAAS PROPERTIES AND
REQUIREMENTS

The serverless computing execution model — in which the

cloud platform automatically manages and scales resources

to execute user code based on request load — is appealing for

many applications, from event-driven web services to data

analytics [21, 42, 16].

Serverless functions have unique characteristics. They

have short execution time, often less than a second [59, 63]

with some platforms [16] seeing median execution time of

only 60 ms. Functions generally have small resource foot-
prints, with a median memory allocation of only 170 MB per

function [59]. FaaS applications tend to have more bursty
load than traditional cloud workloads [28, 20]. For exam-

ple, the peak-to-trough ratio of function invocation can be

as high as 500× [63]. Finally, invocations are sporadic, with
fewer than 20% invoked more than once per minute [59].

The characteristics of FaaS workloads lead to the following

requirements for FaaS platforms:
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Low end-to-end function execution latency: A func-

tion should complete with minimal overhead compared to

its execution on a dedicated, bare-metal server.

High throughput per CAPEX: To maximize through-

put per capital expenditure, FaaS system software should

serve a high rate of function execution requests per server

to maximize utilization.

Energy efficiency: To minimize operational expenses —

particularly energy consumption — the FaaS system should

minimize CPU cycles for scheduling and executing functions.

Secure isolation: FaaS system software must prevent

untrusted user function code from tampering with the in-

frastructure or accessing the data or code of other functions.

Our threat model assumes that users trust the cloud provider,
as is customary today [4].

3 THE CURRENT STATE OF SERVERLESS
We discuss state-of-the-art system infrastructure for FaaS

function execution and scheduling, highlighting why current

solutions do not fully satisfy the requirements in §2. Prior

work has mainly focused on minimizing unloaded function

latency, but optimizing throughput and energy efficiency

without sacrificing security is particularly challenging.

3.1 Secure Isolation of Functions
Today’s FaaS platforms isolate functions by implementing

sandboxes with one of three key techniques: virtualization,

containerization, or language runtime isolation.

Virtualization: Most commercial FaaS platforms rely on

virtualization to execute and isolate functions [40]. Special-

ized MicroVMs [2] greatly reduce startup times compared to

general-purpose VMs, but still have significant overheads,

particularly with high sandbox churn. MicroVMs also in-

crease a function’s memory footprint (e.g., 3× memory over-

head for a function with a 1 MB working set [57]), which lim-

its the degree of function co-location and thus the throughput

per worker node.

Snapshot restoration [61, 62, 45, 6, 64, 19, 18] andUnikernel-

based VMs [35, 14, 30, 37, 39] reduce startup delays down to

millisecond-range. However, snapshots introduce security is-

sues with random number generator state and address space

layout randomization [13] and neither of these approaches

solves FaaS performance issues at high request load and

sandbox churn.

Containerization: Some FaaS platforms execute func-

tions in containers [24, 46, 32]. Containers rely on OS primi-

tives for resource isolation. Since the OS interface is a known

source of security vulnerabilities [23], most major cloud

providers do not consider traditional containers sufficiently

secure isolation for FaaS. gVisor [24] improves container

security by adding a software interposition layer, however

its performance is similar to MicroVMs [7].

Runtime isolation: To further reduce sandbox initial-

ization and memory overheads, researchers have proposed

non-virtualized sandboxes, such as processes [10, 60, 11] and

isolation via language runtimes [12, 61, 65]. For instance,

WebAssembly runs user code in a sandboxed environment,

with the compiler or interpreter inserting runtime checks,

restricting the code to its ownmemory region [27]. Language

runtime isolation approaches trust the runtime to correctly

set up and tear down sandboxes and implement the sys-

tem interface that programs use to read files, send network

requests, and access other OS resources [26]. This can be

problematic as it involves error-prone low-level memory

management, and bugs in the runtime can break isolation

guarantees. Formally verifying language runtime and system

interfaces is an active area of research [26], but end-to-end

system verification is challenging.

3.2 Function Scheduling and Data Passing
Traditional FaaS platforms are oblivious to the communica-

tion patterns and data dependencies between functions [25].

This simplifies scheduling as the platform treats each func-

tion as a black box, but forces functions to interact with

remote storage to exchange data, which adds latency and

cost [31, 48, 23, 33].

Cloud providers have started offering services, such as

AWS Step Functions [3] and Azure Durable Functions [41],

which allow users to chain functions and express their depen-

dencies. However, specifying a dependency in these systems

is mainly a hint to spin up function sandboxes, rather than a

way to optimize data transfer between them. Intermediate

data that cannot be attached to an invocation request still

must be transferred via storage.

Pheromone [72] proposes a data-centric approach to func-

tion orchestration with a new API of data trigger primitives.

It currently relies on memory sharing for efficient imple-

mentation, which can be problematic in a public cloud envi-

ronment where securely isolating untrusted user code is a

strict requirement. Faa$t [53] and Palette [1] apply caching

to minimize interaction with remote storage, but they rely

on repeated requests from the same user or concurrently

running sandboxes. Boxer [69] enables functions to establish

direct TCP connections with other functions, avoiding round-

trips to storage. However, its programming model does not

reveal function dependencies upfront to the platform, lim-

iting opportunities for data dependency-aware scheduling.

Deng et al. [17] propose separating compute and I/O to en-

able reproducible serverless computations with correctness

guarantees. In §4, we will discuss how separating compute

and I/O enables a step change in FaaS platform efficiency.
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3.3 Heterogeneous Hardware Support
FaaS system software has not kept up with the tremendous

advances in cloud hardware over the past decade, such as

energy-efficient specialized processors and CPU security

extensions. While serverless computing’s programming and

cost model are appealing to developers, the lack of support

for heterogeneous hardware in today’s FaaS platforms limits

practical use-cases [36]. It is not clear how to map current

FaaS functions, which often intersperse computations with

cloud API calls [49], to non-CPU hardware.

Nevertheless, extending the serverless paradigm to het-

erogeneous hardware is an active area of research. Since

Kubernetes and Docker support GPU nodes, adding GPU-

enabled containers into FaaS frameworks is an obvious step

towards heterogeneous serverless [29, 43, 55, 73]. Another

technique for heterogeneous compatibility is to provide an

API-translating shim as Molecule [18] does for FPGAs and

Zhao et al. [73] does for GPUs. Kernel-as-a-service [47] takes
the approach closest to Dandelion’s separation of compute

and I/O by allowing users to explicitly define GPU kernels,

allowing a FaaS system to mix CPU and GPU functions. We

argue that, in the end, these well-engineered solutions shoe-

horn non-CPU execution units into a cloud that has evolved

for decades around the CPU.

4 DANDELION: A NEW VISION FOR FAAS
Instead of retrofitting existing system software to meet FaaS

application needs, we ask how would we design a clean slate
FaaS system software stack? We propose Dandelion, a server-
less computing platform that rethinks the FaaS program-

ming model and function execution system to improve per-

formance and energy efficiency, while maintaining secure

isolation guarantees.

The key idea of Dandelion is to strictly separate compute

tasks (i.e., arbitrary user computations) and I/O tasks (i.e.,

tasks that prepare the inputs and manage the outputs of

compute tasks) in FaaS applications. Separating compute

and I/O in the programming model (§4.1) and function ex-

ecution model brings three key advantages. First, we can

execute applications — expressed as directed acyclic graphs

(DAGs) of pure compute functions (containing untrusted

user code) and I/O functions (implemented by the trusted

Dandelion platform) — with a more lightweight function

sandbox design, without sacrificing security (§4.2). Functions

can execute as lightweight threads (for performance) with

hardware-enforced memory isolation and no OS interface

for untrusted user code (for security). Second, Dandelion’s

strict separation of compute and I/O functions makes both

more amenable to heterogeneous hardware acceleration to

improve performance and energy efficiency (§4.3). Finally,

expressing applications as DAGs of pure compute and I/O ex-

poses dataflow to the underlying platform, enabling cluster

scheduling and data movement optimizations (§4.4).

We build an initial prototype of Dandelion which we eval-

uate in §5. While the rest of this section presents our overar-

ching vision for Dandelion, our current prototype focuses on

demonstrating the benefits of decomposing applications into

compute and I/O using a particular memory isolation mech-

anism (CHERI memory capabilities). Offloading functions

to heterogeneous hardware and exploring dataflow-aware

scheduling policies remain future work.

4.1 Programming Model
Dandelion’s programming model strictly separates compute

and I/O by requiring developers to express their application

as a composition of pure compute and I/O functions. Com-
pute functions contain untrusted user code and have no direct
OS interface during function execution. Prohibiting system

calls for compute functions avoids the risk of untrusted code

exploiting vulnerabilities in the OS interface for privilege es-

calation and tampering with the system. On the other hand,

I/O functions are implemented by the trusted Dandelion plat-

form and exposed to developers as a high-level library. I/O

functions enable interactions with cloud storage, databases,

and other web services, as well as other functions.

While providing I/O functions to support any possible

way of network communication is infeasible,
1
it also is not

necessary as most web services provide HTTP interfaces.

As I/O functions execute trusted code that cannot be modi-

fied by the user, they have permissions for the limited set of

syscalls necessary to carry out their functionality (e.g., net-

working and file system calls). The main difference between

generic syscalls and Dandelion’s I/O API is the abstraction

exposed to the application. Syscalls by design are general

(e.g., sockets) and tightly integrated into the system. Our I/O

library executes isolated functions performing specialized

tasks (e.g., HTTP processing) allowing us to compartmen-

talize I/O functions and perform tailored input sanitization.

Security issues may remain even with higher-level/narrower

APIs but are easier to contain within single-task I/O func-

tions as compared to the much broader Linux ABI. Dandelion

avoids memory management system calls during function

execution by pre-allocating an isolated memory region for

each function, as we will discuss in §4.2.

Dandelion provides a simple domain-specific language for

users to express applications (i.e., compositions) as DAGs

that describe how data flows between functions. The domain-

specific language does not generate any function code; users

provide the implementation of functions as binaries or as

1
As new hardware security primitives emerge, they may enable Dandelion

to support untrusted I/O functions, enabling support for more protocols.
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1 input item eventPattern , serverList

2 output item totalSum

3 ephemeral set requestSet , logSet , partialSums

4

5 requestSet = makeGetRequests(serverList)

6 logSet = for each getRequest in requestSet :

system_HTTPGet(getRequest)

7 partialSums = for each log in logSet :

sumOccurance(log , eventPattern)

8 totalSum = sumSet(partialSums)

Figure 2: Example of a composition counting occur-
rences of a pattern in service responses

source code to be compiled by the platform. Since compute

functions cannot directly interact with the OS, Dandelion

requires each function’s inputs and outputs to be explicitly

specified. Inputs and outputs can be direct data, meaning data

that enters or leaves the platform attached to the function

invocation request, or ephemeral data, which is produced

by one function and consumed by another. Developers also

specify the input and output data types either as items, which

are contiguous arrays of bytes, or sets of items.

Figure 2 shows an example map-reduce style composi-

tion that counts the occurrences of a specific event in a

set of log files. The composition uses three compute func-

tions (makeGetRequests, sumOccurance, sumSet) and one

I/O function (system_HTTPGet). We assume the user has al-

ready registered each compute function with the Dandelion

platform by providing each function’s source code
2
(which

consists of pure computations) along with the function’s

number and type of input and output arguments. The com-

position takes two direct inputs: eventPattern is a string

pattern identifying an event and serverList is list of servers
to query. The composition has one direct output, totalSum,
which will contain the number of events found. The composi-

tion also includes ephemeral variables that express dataflow

between functions and are only in scope during the compo-

sition execution. Line 5 parses the input serverList and

prepares a HTTP GET request for each server. In line 6, the

composition calls the system_HTTPGet I/O library function

to issue the GET requests. The for each _ in _ syntax

invokes parallel functions. Line 7 sums all occurrences of the

event pattern for each log. Line 8 sums occurrences across

all logs and stores them into the output variable totalSum.
To simplify porting existing applications to Dandelion’s

programming model and to support developing compute

functions in high-level languages, such as Python whose

runtime interacts extensively with the file system, Dande-

lion provides a custom libc library. This allows functions to

2
Users could also upload binaries, but would need to do so for each type of

hardware they want their function to be potentially run on.
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Figure 3: Dandelion function lifecycle

call traditional libc APIs, which provide a variety of mem-

ory and file management functionality. Under the hood, the

custom library implements memory and file management

as regular function calls that operate on the memory region

pre-allocated to the function by the Dandelion platform, in-

stead of as traditional syscalls. Dandelion’s custom low-level

library also keeps track of a simple structure that contains

information about the memory layout and locations of the

function’s inputs and outputs.

For now, Dandelion expects developers to manually ex-

press their applications as compositions of pure compute

functions and I/O functions. As future work, we will explore

automating decomposition [22]. For example, we can use

continuations [52] to split applications at I/O boundaries.

4.2 Function Execution System
We now describe how Dandelion leverages strict separation

of compute and I/O to execute functions efficiently with

secure isolation.

System architecture: Each worker node in a Dandelion

cluster runs Dandelion’s function execution system, which

consists of a dispatcher, memory domain managers, and com-
pute drivers. The dispatcher is the core part of a Dandelion
worker, responsible for demultiplexing incoming function

invocation requests for the worker, assigning sandboxes for

function execution, and keeping track of the run state and

data dependencies of a worker’s functions. The memory do-

main managers and compute drivers provide the dispatcher

with a high-level interface for memory and compute resource

management, respectively, which the dispatcher uses to cre-

ate and teardown sandboxes. A memory domain manager

controls a memory region and is responsible for enforcing

memory isolation between each context (i.e., subpart) of the

memory domain. A compute driver is responsible for sched-

uling function sandboxes on a group of compute resources

(i.e., compute engines), such as CPU cores.

The memory domain manager and compute driver allow

us to explore and support different isolation mechanisms and

hardware. For example, a memory domain manager can im-

plement memory isolation by using page-level permissions
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in an MMU or more fine-grained mechanisms such as CHERI

memory capabilities [68], which are available on some ex-

perimental CPU architectures [8, 67]. As an alternative to

hardware isolation we could also consider software solutions

such as verified WebAssembly. Pure compute functions do

not need the WebAssembly System Interface, which shrinks

the necessary trusted compute base by a significant margin

and eliminates some of the composability problems men-

tioned in §3.1. Additionally we plan to leverage the higher

abstraction level the memory domain manager and compute

driver provide to extend the system to less conventional

hardware such as GPUs, TPUs, SmartNICs or FPGAs.

Furthermore, with the narrow and clearly scoped func-

tionality of the dispatcher, memory domain managers, and

compute drivers, there is potential to formally verify these

components. Rather than relying on the defense-in-depth

approach to security for traditional VMs, Dandelion can in-

crease trustworthiness by relying on a small layer of provably

correct software and a few hardware primitives.

Life of a request: When a function composition invo-

cation request arrives at a Dandelion server, the dispatcher

demultiplexes the request and adds all functions that are

part of the composition to the waiting pool ( 1○ in Figure 3).

If the code for a function is not already in memory from a

prior execution, the dispatcher will either load it from local

disk (if available) or initiate fetching the code from remote

storage. The dispatcher will fetch function executables com-

patible with one or more locally-available compute drivers.

A function becomes ready ( 2○) when all its inputs and code

are available in memory. This can happen immediately on

arrival if the request includes all of a function’s inputs or

when other functions complete and their outputs become

available. To start executing a ready function, the dispatcher

selects an engine type on which to run the function. It then

asks a memory domain manager for a context compatible

with that engine type and fills in the function’s input data at

a pre-specified memory address. The fully prepared context

is run on an engine supplied by the corresponding compute

driver. ( 3○). To minimize the risk of side-channel attacks,

engines run each function to completion. This is akin to how

cloud providers like AWS minimize side channel risks by not

sharing physical CPU cores between tenants [5]. When the

function exits, it transitions from running to done state ( 4○).

The dispatcher cleans up the completed function’s context.

( 5○). Clean up involves extracting all outputs from the con-

text and passing them on, either to other waiting functions

on the worker node or as part of a response to the user. After

handling all outputs, the dispatcher returns the context and

engine to the memory domain manager and compute driver,

respectively, to be sanitized and prepared for reuse.

4.3 Hardware Acceleration
By strictly separating compute and I/O, Dandelion makes

function execution more amenable to hardware acceleration.

Accelerating I/O functions: I/O functions are only ex-

posed to users as a library, allowing for transparent use of

modern networking hardware to offload protocol processing

or even entire I/O functions to SmartNICs. In addition to

optimizing I/O latency and throughput, leveraging modern

networking hardware can benefit the platform in several

ways. Offloading frees up CPU cycles, which can be used to

increase compute function throughput. Additionally, offload-

ing can decrease total energy consumption by processing

I/O requests on more energy-efficient devices. Furthermore,

ensuring that I/O functions (and potentially other trusted

platform code, such as the dispatcher) execute on physically

separate hardware than the CPU cores running untrusted

compute functions provides extra protection against attacks.

This is akin to the AWS Nitro [5] approach to I/O security

and performance, which offloads I/O virtualization to spe-

cialized hardware and physically separates this functionality

from the software hypervisor.

Accelerating compute functions: As Dandelion com-

pute functions are pure functions, they can be compiled and

optimized for heterogeneous hardware platforms more eas-

ily than functions that interleave computation with I/O or

other OS interaction. To maintain a “serverless” paradigm,

Dandelion can keep the selected hardware execution plat-

form abstracted from users. For example, Google’s XLA [54]

compiles Python code to execute on CPUs, GPUs, and TPUs.

Dandelion users can write code for compute functions that

is compatible with heterogeneous hardware compiler in-

frastructure to leverage CPU extensions like SIMD or trans-

parently offload entire compute functions to accelerators

like GPUs, TPUs, or FPGAs. Even if the user does not code

specifically for hardware acceleration, compilers can more

effectively apply optimizations on pure functions as they

allow for stronger assumptions about side effects.

At first glance, short-running functions with small re-

source footprints may not seem like an ideal workload for

hardware acceleration: loading/unloading state to a PCI-

attached accelerator is slow and a single function may not

make use of the numerous available compute units. How-

ever, many types of applications that stand to benefit from

serverless resource management (e.g., real-time DNN infer-

ence) require heterogeneous hardware like GPUs to meet

performance and energy consumption objectives. Hence,

heterogeneous hardware support for compute functions can

improve FaaS application latency. Furthermore, although

a single function may not consume an entire accelerator,

multi-tenancy support is becoming common in GPUs [44]

and FPGAs [50, 51, 34]. Offloading compute functions to
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hardware accelerators can help improve specialized hard-

ware’s currently low average utilization in datacenters [70,

71]. Overall, heterogeneous hardware support gives greater

flexibility for function scheduling, to optimize hardware uti-

lization, energy consumption, and overall throughput.

4.4 Dataflow-Aware Scheduling
As Dandelion users develop applications as compositions of

compute and I/O functions, the dataflow between functions

is made explicit to the execution platform. Dandelion can

leverage dataflow information to avoid or minimize data

movement in several ways.

Just in time scheduling: Since function inputs are ex-

plicit, the dispatcher only schedules functions whose inputs

are guaranteed to be available. This ensures that functions

do not consume compute resources, which could have been

used more efficiently by other functions, while waiting for

inputs. Once a compute function begins executing, it does

not block. Hence, compute functions can also be run to com-

pletion, which improves cache locality [11] and reduces the

risk of side channel attacks by avoiding executing untrusted

functions concurrently on a physical core [5].

Data locality: For compositions that pass data between

functions, the cluster manager can prioritize scheduling pro-

ducers and consumers on the same machine. This avoids

transmitting ephemeral data over the network and enables

further optimizations, like zero-copy in-memory data pass-

ing between functions [61].

Efficient distributed processing: Running all functions

of a composition on a single machine is not always optimal.

For example, when a composition has a high degree of par-

allelism, its functions can be executed concurrently across

machines [38]. In such cases, the cluster manager can use

information in the dataflow graph to split the composition

into smaller parts in a way that minimizes the number of

data items exchanged between sub-compositions.

Caching: Given the same inputs, pure functions will pro-

duce the same outputs.
3
Hence, Dandelion can cache the

outputs of functions that are often invoked with the same

arguments and avoid re-computation. Dandelion can also

cache the outputs of I/O functions (e.g., data fetched from

external storage services like S3) if the data is not expected

to change and no side effects are lost.

Near storage computation: As function inputs are ex-

plicitly specified, Dandelion can identify in advance what

data a composition needs to access. Compute functions can

be scheduled on worker nodes close to storage nodes that

hold the data or even directly on storage nodes if they have

sufficient resources, thus eliminating network transfers.

3
Randomness or time also need to be inputs to the function if they are used

for computation, otherwise the function would not be pure.

5 PROOF OF CONCEPT
As a proof of concept, we prototype Dandelion’s worker

node function execution system. Our goal is to demonstrate

Dandelion’s potential to close the performance and energy

efficiency gap between state-of-the-art FaaS system software

and bare-metal function execution. A cluster manager for

Dandelion for dataflow-aware scheduling and supporting

hardware acceleration are future work.

Dandelion prototype: Our current prototype consists
of 2500 lines of Rust and 740 lines of C with some inline

assembly. We focused on implementing support to execute

compute functions with inputs available in memory. We

are actively working on adding support for I/O functions

and compositions, to realize our full vision of Dandelion’s

function execution system.

For memory isolation, we leverage Capability Hardware

Enhanced RISC Instructions (CHERI) [68] to run multiple

compute functions concurrently in a single address space.

CHERI is a set of CPU extensions that implements memory

capabilities as an alternative to traditional pointers, adding

a bounded memory range and set of permissions to each

integer pointer. CHERI enforces memory bounds and per-

mission checks for each memory access and ensures these ca-

pability bounds and permissions cannot be increased. While

Dandelion can implement memory isolation with other hard-

ware mechanisms, including traditional memory manage-

ment units (MMUs), CHERI is a good fit for our use case

as it enables isolation of fine-grained and arbitrarily sized

memory regions.

We build and evaluate our prototype on top of Linux run-

ning on an Arm Morello [8] platform, an experimental archi-

tecture that adds CHERI support to ARMv8 CPU cores. The

dispatcher in our prototype runs a simple multi-threaded

HTTP service that accepts requests and prepares two mini-

mal capabilities for each function: one for the function’s code

region and one for its data region. Cold requests are those

for which the function’s code is loaded from disk, whereas

hot requests already have the code in memory.

Metrics: To evaluate the benefits of lightweight isolation

we consider two metrics: end-to-end request latency and

peak achievable throughput. Tail latency is an important

user performance metric, while the peak throughput indi-

cates how efficiently the provider can serve requests per

machine. Higher throughput implies lower cost and energy

consumption as fewer machines are needed to support a

given load.

Firecracker baseline: We run the Firecracker baseline

on the same Morello board as the Dandelion prototype Our

HTTP frontend relays requests to functions running in Mi-

croVMs. The functions inside MicroVMs also run a simple

HTTP server that accepts requests and responds with the
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Figure 4: Dandelion and Firecracker have similar
throughput for 100% hot requests, but for 95% hot Dan-
delion achieves 5× higher throughput.

function output. For hot requests, we relay these requests

to already running MicroVMs whereas for cold requests, we

boot a new MicroVM using the Firecracker VMM [2] and a

Linux kernel compiled with the recommended configuration.

Function workload: All functions in our experiments

perform 64 bit integer matrix multiplication𝑀 ×𝑀𝑇
, where

𝑀 ∈ Z128×128. For both systems we send requests containing

the size of the matrix and generate the input data on the

machine to avoid saturating the low-bandwidth network

link on the Morello board.

Experiment results: Figure 4 plots 99th percentile latency
vs. throughput for Dandelion and Firecracker. We observe

that Dandelion and Firecracker support similar throughput

for 100% hot requests, with Dandelion showing lower la-

tency even at high load. Dandelion also achieves 45× lower

tail latency for cold starts. Thus at 95% hot requests Dande-

lion supports 5× higher throughput compared to Firecracker.

This is because creating a function execution environment

in Dandelion (i.e., allocating a compute engine and initial-

izing a memory context) requires significantly fewer CPU

cycles than booting a Firecracker MicroVM. The latency and

throughput for Dandelion do not significantly change with

lower rates of hot requests, because the only difference be-

tween hot and cold requests is that the binary for the function

needs to be loaded from disk, which is a very cheap operation

compared to booting a MicroVM.

Figure 5 plots the median response latency. In the presence

of cold starts, Firecraker baseline’s median latency saturates

at approximately the same load as its corresponding tail

latency due to the high CPU load of booting new VMs. Com-

pute functions compete for CPU cycles to make progress
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Figure 5: Firecracker median latencies for 90% and 95%
hot requests degrade at the same point as tail latency,
while Dandelion stays stable.

and experience high queueing delays when too many VMs

are trying to boot at the same time. In contrast, Dandelion’s

median latency stays low, similar to its tail latency.

6 CONCLUSION
Although significant effort has gone into retrofitting and

optimizing legacy cloud infrastructure for FaaS, we argue

that unlocking the true potential of FaaS requires revisiting

assumptions in the programming model and system software

design. Dandelion revisits the FaaS programming model and

leverages modern hardware to provide a fast, secure, and

resource-efficient serverless computing platform. The key

design principle is to treat serverless functions as true func-

tions, with a clear separation of compute and I/O. This en-

ables a lightweight function sandbox design that maintains

secure isolation while reducing tail latency by over 45× and

increasing peak throughput by 5× compared to Firecracker.

Dandelion’s design also makes functions more amenable to

hardware acceleration and dataflow-aware scheduling opti-

mizations.
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